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Three-level atom optics is introduced as a simple, efficient, and robust method to coherently manipulate and
transport neutral atoms. The tunneling interaction among three trapped states allows us to realize the spatial
analog of the stimulated Raman adiabatic passage, coherent population trapping, and electromagnetically
induced transparency techniques and offers a wide range of possible applications. We investigate an imple-
mentation in optical microtrap arrays and show that under realistic parameters the coherent manipulation and
transfer of neutral atoms among dipole traps could be realized in the millisecond range.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The coherent coupling between two orthogonal states of a
quantum system gives rise to oscillations of their probability
amplitudes such as the Rabi oscillations of a two-level atom
interacting with a laser field. When three instead of two lev-
els are considered, the interaction gives rise to a much richer
phenomenology. A clear example is the electric-dipole inter-
action between a three-level atom and two laser modes,
where a large number of techniques have been proposed and
reported. These include the stimulated Raman adiabatic pas-
sage (STIRAP) method used to produce a complete popula-
tion transfer between two internal quantum states of an atom
or molecule [1], the modification of the optical properties of
a medium by means of coherent population trapping (CPT)
[2], and the electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT)
[3] phenomena. All these three-level optics (TLO) techniques
have been intensively studied with applications ranging from
quantum control of atoms and molecules [1,4], laser cooling
[5], and slowing down light to a few meters per second [6] to
nonlinear optics with few photons [7]. Three-level systems in
classical mechanics have been studied in [8].
In this paper, we introduce a set of tools analogous to the
TLO techniques to efficiently and coherently manipulate and
move atoms among traps and indicate some potential appli-
cations in interferometry, precision measurement, and quan-
tum information. To illustrate the basic idea, let us start by
considering two well-separated dipole traps and one single
atom in, say, the left trap. As soon as the two traps are ap-
proached and tunneling takes place, the probability ampli-
tude for the atom to be in the left or right trap oscillates in a
Rabi-type fashion resembling a two-level atom in a coherent
field. This tunneling-induced oscillation between the two
traps can be used to coherently transfer atoms between traps
and allows, in fact, for a simple realization of quantum com-
putation [9]. However, this two-level technique is not robust
under variations of the system parameters and requires pre-
cise control of distance and timing. The basic elements of the
present proposal will be three traps and a single atom, with
the atomic external degrees of freedom being controlled
through the variation of the distance between each two traps.
The proposed techniques do not require an accurate control
of the system parameters and will be termed three-level atom
optics (TLAO) techniques, since the interference of (single)
atom matter waves is at the core of all these techniques.
II. THREE-LEVEL ATOM OPTICS
A. Setup
We will consider here arrays of optical microtraps where
the dipole force of a red detuned laser field is used to store
neutral atoms in each of the foci of a set of microlenses [10],
although the TLAO can also be implemented in optical lat-
tices and atomic waveguides. We will make use of two spe-
cific features of these arrays [11]: the possibility of an indi-
vidual addressing of each trap and detecting whether a trap is
occupied, and the independent displacement of columns or
rows of microtraps. We assume here that we are able to ini-
tially store no or one atom per trap at will, as has been
reported in single dipole traps [12] and in optical lattices
[13]. Although we require only three traps, the use of trap
arrays has the advantage of allowing several experiments to
be done in parallel.
The three in-line dipole traps are modeled as three piece-
wise harmonic potentials of frequency vx, and the neutral
atom is assumed to be in the ground vibrational state of the
left trap initially, while the other two traps are empty (Fig. 1).
For simplicity, the temporal evolution of the distance be-
tween each of the two traps has been modeled with a cosine
function truncated at the minimum separation. Then, the ap-
proach and eventual separation of the left and middle
(middle and right) traps takes a time tr
LM (tr
MR
, here usually
we will have tr
LM
= tr
MR; tr), while ti
LM sti
MRd is the time the
traps remain at the minimum distance. The (unperturbed)
three-level system is composed of the vibrational ground
states of all three traps, i.e., u0lL, u0lM, and u0lR, and the
strength of the interaction between each of the two vibra-
tional ground states is given (in the absence of the third trap)
by the following tunneling “Rabi” frequency [14]:
Vsadd
vx
=
− 1 + esadd
2
h1 + adf1 − erfsaddgj
˛pse2sadd2 − 1d/2ad
, s1d
where ad is the trap separation and a−1;˛" /mvx, with m
denoting the mass of the neutral atom. erfs d is the error
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function. The temporal shaping of V is realized by control-
ling the time dependence of dstd. While Eq. (1) is useful to
explore the analogies between TLO and TLAO, an exact
treatment accounting for coupling to the excited vibrational
states and direct coupling from the left to the right trap re-
quires the integration of the Schrödinger equation. For our
simulations, we assume a strong confinement in the z direc-
tion, i.e., vz@vx, such that corresponding excitations can be
neglected. In what follows, we will numerically integrate the
one-dimensional (1D) Schrödinger equation to simulate the
dynamics of the neutral atom in the three-trap potential, but
we have checked consistency with the results of an integra-
tion of the 2D Schrödinger equation for the case vx=vy.
B. Moving atoms between traps
A robust method to coherently move atoms among traps
using tunneling consists in extending the STIRAP technique
[1]. The basic idea is to use the fact that one of the three
eigenstates of the three-level system involves only the
ground states of the two extreme traps,
uDsQdl ; cos Qu0lL − sin Qu0lR, s2d
where the mixing angle Q is defined as tan Q;VLM /VMR
with VLM sVMRd denoting the tunneling “Rabi” frequency
between the left and middle (middle and right) traps. Follow-
ing Eq. (2), it is possible to transfer the atom from u0lL to
u0lR by adiabatically varying the mixing angle from 0° to 90°,
which means to approach and separate first the right trap to
the middle trap and, with an appropriate delay, the left trap to
the middle trap [Fig. 2(a)]. This counterintuitive sequence
moves the atom directly from u0lL to u0lR with an almost
negligible probability amplitude to be in the middle trap
ground state [Fig. 2(b)].
As its optical analog, also this STIRAP-like process is
robust against the variation of certain parameters. Figure 2(c)
shows the transfer efficiency as a function of the time delay
between the two trap approaches and of the amplitude ashake
of shaking of the distance between the outer traps. Clearly,
for a large range of delay times the transfer efficiency re-
mains high. A similar robustness is present for variations of
the maximum and minimum trap separation dmax and dmin
and of tr and ti for each of the processes, provided that adia-
baticity is maintained. The shaking of the traps provides an
important source of decoherence for the experiment. We
have assumed that the two outer traps shake with frequency
vshake=10−2vx, i.e., well below the trap frequency. If a trans-
fer efficiency of 0.999 is desired, then for a proper choice of
the delay time, shaking amplitudes of more than 5% of the
minimal trap distance can be tolerated.
As another potential source of errors in the transfer pro-
cess, we have analyzed a tilted potential, i.e., we have added
a ramp of the form
FIG. 1. Three-trap potential; dLM sdMRd is the separation be-
tween left and middle (middle and right) traps. In the limit of a
large separation unlL , unlM , unlR are the nth vibrational energy eigen-
states of the corresponding single trap potentials.
FIG. 2. (a) Approaching sequence for a STIRAP-like process,
and (b) the corresponding ground-state populations; dmax
LM a=dmax
MR a
=9, dmin
LMa=dmin
MRa=1.5, tr
LMvx= tr
MRvx=300, ti
LMvx= ti
MRvx=0, and
tdelayvx=120. (c) Transfer efficiency from u0lL to u0lR as a function
of the time delay tdelay between the two trap approaches (horizontal
axis) and of the amplitude of a shaking in the positions of the outer
traps (vertical axis) with vshake=10−2vx; all other parameters as
above. For ashake.0, the shaking of the outer traps is in phase; for
ashake,0 it is out of phase by p. (d) Transfer efficiency for an
additional tilted potential Vtiltsxd=g"vxax parametrized by g as a
function of the time tr needed to approach and separate the traps; all
other parameters as in (b); tdelay has been chosen as tdelay=0.4tr.
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Vtiltsxd = g"vxax s3d
to the trapping potential, where the parameter g adjusts the
slope of the ramp. For the parameters of our simulations, a
value of g=0.01 corresponds to a difference in the potential
energy of 0.03"vx between the outer traps at the minimal
distance. As can be seen from Fig. 2(d), even for gł0.02 the
transfer efficiency remains large as long as the time to ap-
proach and separate the traps is chosen long enough.
C. Creation of a dark state
Additionally, the approach sequence can be modified to
create spatial superposition states with maximum atomic co-
herence, i.e., with uc0Lc0R
* u=1/2, c0L sc0Rd being the probabil-
ity amplitude to be in state u0lL su0lRd. The basic idea is to
adiabatically follow state (2) from Q=0° up to Q=45° by an
appropriate delay in the approach processes and the subse-
quent simultaneous separation of the outermost traps [see
Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) up to tvx=780]. The resulting state is the
spatial equivalent to the well-known dark state arising in the
CPT technique [2]. To prove that this state is dark, i.e., that it
can be decoupled from the tunneling interaction, we ap-
proach and separate simultaneously the two extreme traps to
the middle one [see Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) from tvx=780 up to
the end]. Clearly, the atom remains in the dark state in spite
of the tunneling interaction.
The CPT process is robust with respect to the variation of
external parameters as distances or timing, as long as the
symmetry of the separation of the two traps is maintained. In
Fig. 3(c), the influence of the choice of tr and of shaking is
shown. If the outer traps shake out of phase by p, i.e., they
move always in different directions such that the symmetry
is not broken (the case ashake,0 in the figure), then the trans-
fer efficiency to the dark state is smaller but comparable to
the STIRAP case. If they move in phase such that the sym-
metry is broken, then the efficiency is reduced, although in
this case still some shaking can be tolerated for a large trans-
fer efficiency.
Also in the presence of a tilted potential Vtiltsxd, cf., Eq.
(3), as expected the efficiency of the creation of a superpo-
sition state drops faster than in the STIRAP case. In Fig.
3(d), the quantity
psplit =
uc0Lu
˛2 +
uc0Ru
˛2 s4d
is plotted, i.e., the overlap with an equal superposition of the
atom being in the ground state of the left and of the right
trap, ignoring the phase between the two states (which is
time-dependent due to the different energies of the left and
the right ground state in the titled potential). Obviously the
value of g that can be tolerated is an order of magnitude
smaller than for the STIRAP-like process. At first sight, Fig.
3(d) seems counterintuitive, as the efficiency grows for a
faster separation of the traps. To see the reason for this,
consider first the easier case of splitting a single potential
well into two [15,16]. If an atom is in the ground state of the
initial trap, then for a very slow splitting it will remain in the
ground state, which even for a slightly tilted potential is the
trap with lower energy, such that the wave packet is no
longer split between the wells [15,17]. For the CPT case, the
process is similar, i.e., a very slow process puts the atom in a
different state. As the evolution of the eigenvalues is more
complicated, this does not necessarily have to be the state
with lowest energy. For example, for the potentials and the
parameters used here, the ground state of the left trap does
evolve into the ground state of the middle trap for tr→‘.
FIG. 3. (a) Approaching sequence for a CPT-like process; (b)
ground state and dark state populations, pdark
= zkDsQ=p /2d zcstdlu2; parameters as in Fig. 2 except for ti
LMvx
=0, ti
MRvx= tdelayvx=180 for tvxł780 and ti
MRvx= tdelayvx=0 for
tvx.780. (c) Dark state population pdark after the CPT process as a
function of the time tr used to approach and separate the traps
(horizontal axis) and of the amplitude ashake of a shaking in the trap
positions (vertical axis). For ashake.0, the shaking of the outer
traps is in phase; for ashake,0, it is out of phase by p; vshake
=10−2vx and all other parameters as above except for tdelay=0.6tr.
(d) psplit [see Eq. (4)] for an additional tilted potential as in Fig. 2(d)
parametrized by g as a function of the time tr needed to approach
and separate the traps; parameters as in (c).
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The robust coherent splitting of the atomic wave function
together with the possibility of individual trap manipulation
anticipates applications in atomic interferometry. On the
other hand, the sensitivity of the superposition dark states to
dephasing [2] could be used in dipole trap systems to mea-
sure experimental imperfections such as uncorrelated shak-
ing in the trap positions and/or intensity fluctuations of the
trapping lasers.
D. Inhibiting tunneling
Finally, it is also possible to extend the EIT technique [3]
to the atom optics case. The basic idea of EIT is to convert a
medium that is opaque to a field resonant with a certain
internal transition into one that is transparent by applying an
intense driving field to an adjacent transition. In the three-
trap system, we will inhibit the transition from u0lL to u0lM
by driving the transition u0lM ↔ u0lR via the tunneling inter-
action. Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show the inhibition of the u0lL
to u0lM transition in spite of the proximity between left and
middle traps. As in the STIRAP case, the plateau near the
optimum delay evidences the robustness of the transition
cancellation [Fig. 4(c)]. This atom optics EIT technique can
create conditional phase shifts for quantum logic.
E. Excited vibrational states
It is worth noting that these techniques can also be applied
to excited states, which relaxes the cooling requirements for
the experimental setup. In Fig. 5, two examples for the three-
level system consisting of the first excited vibrational states
of each trap are considered. Figure 5(a) shows the transfer of
an atom from u1lL to u1lR via the STIRAP technique. Obvi-
ously there is a region (the dashed region in the figure) where
even a robust simultaneous transfer of the two lowest states
is possible. In Fig. 5(b), it is demonstrated that the atomic
wave function can be coherently and equally split between
the left and the middle trap (see the plateau around tvx
=180). This effect, which is different from CPT and requires
a combination of adiabatic and diabatic processes [18], is
possible through a complicated variation of the dressed level
structure of the first excited states when approaching the
traps.
III. PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS
There are two important practical points for the imple-
mentation of the TLAO techniques in optical microtrap ar-
rays: (i) the trapping frequencies must be the same for all
microtraps and (ii) the approach process has to be adiabatic.
The use of a single laser that illuminates simultaneously all
microlenses assures the identity of all microtraps even under
intensity fluctuations of the laser. In particular, typical trap-
ping frequencies for microtrap arrays of 87Rb atoms are
105–106 s−1 in the transverse directions and 104–105 s−1
along the laser beam direction [10,11], which means that the
traps can be adiabatically approached in the millisecond
range or even faster by using optimization techniques [9,16].
As we have shown, the STIRAP-like process works without
the need for a precise control of timing and distances, it
tolerates relatively large shaking amplitudes, and it is even
robust with respect to differences in the ground-state ener-
gies of the three traps. For this reason, it is a promising
method to move atoms among traps in order to create defect-
free lattices or to shuttle around qubits for quantum compu-
tation. The spatial analog of the CPT technique also allows
for inaccuracies in the parameters, but requires the separation
process to be symmetric. However, under the influence of
shaking with amplitudes of about 5% of the minimal trap
FIG. 4. (a) Approaching sequence for an EIT-like process, and
(b) corresponding ground-state populations; dmax
LM a=dmax
MR a=9,
dmin
LMa=dmin
MRa=1.5, tr
LMvx= tr
MRvx=300, ti
LMvx=50, ti
MRvx=200,
and tdelayvx=120. (c) Ground-state populations as a function of the
time delay.
FIG. 5. Three-level atom optics for the first excited vibrational
states: (a) transfer efficiency for STIRAP (dashed line: efficiency
for the ground-state STIRAP for the same parameters); and (b)
population for the coherent splitting between u1lL and u1lM; the
parameters are (a) tr
LMvx= tr
MRvx=300, ti
LMvx= ti
MRvx=0, (b)
tr
LMvx=550, tr
MRvx=400, ti
LMvx=75, ti
MRvx=400. In both cases
dmax
LM a=dmax
MR a=9 and dmin
LMa=dmin
MRa=1.5.
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distance, the dark state can still be populated with an effi-
ciency of larger than 0.99, which is a reasonable value for
applications such as interferometry. This should be within
reach of experiments since mechanical vibrations as the main
source of shaking should mainly give rise to a correlated
movement of all the traps.
Throughout the paper, we have assumed we would be able
to cool down the atom to the lower vibrational states of the
traps. In fact, sideband cooling to a temperature below 1 mK
with a ground-state population of 98.4% has been reported in
optical lattices [19] with parameters very similar to the ones
considered here. In this case, heating rates below 1 mK/s
have been estimated [20]. In the presence of decoherence
from heating, shaking, and spontaneous scattering, fidelities
above 98% [9] are expected for the ground-state TLAO tech-
niques discussed here. However, it is worth noting again that
all these techniques can also be applied to excited states.
Note that the real trapping potentials differ from simple har-
monic ones, but the adiabatic TLAO techniques do not rely
on the particular shape of the trapping potentials.
IV. SUMMARY
Summarizing, we have introduced a set of robust and ef-
ficient techniques to coherently manipulate and transport
neutral atoms based on three-level atom optics. TLAO is the
natural extension of the largely investigated STIRAP, CPT,
and EIT techniques used in quantum optics [1–3] with the
interaction mediated via tunneling and controlled by the
shaping of the process of varying the separation between the
traps. The fact that TLAO makes use of the tunneling inter-
action distinguishes it from the quantum optics case: the pro-
cesses take place in the millisecond range, there are no di-
pole selection rules, and the use of excited states is possible.
TLAO offers applications to atomic interferometry and quan-
tum information; the possibility to use TLAO techniques for
cooling, precision measurement, and lithography is presently
being investigated. Some practical considerations for imple-
mentation in dipole trap arrays have been addressed, but
these TLAO techniques are widely applicable to other atom
optic systems such as magnetic microtraps, optical lattices,
and dipole and magnetic waveguides, and to single ion traps.
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